
DL® 50 
A pioneering range of luminaires for  
technical decorative road lighting.

www.siteco.com
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DL® 50  |  Family Concept

A luminaire range in impeccable form

Good design is simple, clear and convincing. With its  
uniform style of design, the DL® 50 range of luminaires  
provides new options for urban lighting. The starting point 
is a housing concept featuring two construction sizes,  
with the design referencing the characteristic basic form  
of technical decorative road luminaires in a discreet but  
concise way.

The DL® 50 range provides planners with a luminaire family 
for highly diverse lighting tasks in the form of a post-top  
luminaire, side-entry luminaire and catenary luminaire,  
with light distribution characteristics for various standard 
applications, and two light colours. From historic plazas to 
new residential roads and from narrow paths in parks to 
multi-lane collection roads, this platform fulfils all typical 
photometric requirements.

Technologically, the DL® 50 makes full use of the benefits  
of innovative LED road luminaires – very high efficiency,  
a long lifespan and almost complete freedom from  
maintenance provide decisive cost advantages in the  
long run. Outstanding lighting technology also achieves 
qualitative and harmonious lighting results, and suitable 
controls enable further optimisations.

The DL® 50 – tools for designing with light, providing more 
quality of life in public spaces.

DL® 50 combines aesthetics with state-of-the-art technology

Future-safe planning 

and reliable quality of light 

The DL® 50 enables future-safe planning and the  

sustainable use of a single luminaire range, using one  

LED platform throughout with consistent quality of light. 

Further LED technology developments do not modify  

the light effect of the system, and future, more efficient 

LED modules can be seamlessly integrated into existing  

installations.
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Catenary luminaireMast luminaire

Luminaire housing for 
mast mounting

Luminaire housing for 
catenary mounting

Side entry mast 
mounting element

Post-top mast 
mounting element

Wire suspension
1-axis

Wire suspension
2-axis

DL® 50  |  Family Concept

DL® 50 – connections 
 
The DL® 50 features a modular construction: required elements are  
assembled as a precisely matched kit, giving a consistent design style,  
simpler mounting and optimised stock-keeping.
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DL® 50  |  Construction Sizes

Ideas originating from a single cast

Convincing city marketing and good light belong together. 
A balanced sense of lighting has an inviting feel and  
increases the appeal of a location, strengthening its image 
for citizens, companies and visitors. Good lighting concepts 
are in this sense based on uniform overall appearances with 
homogeneous luminaire designs, harmonious illumination 
and coordinated light colours. This is achieved only by a 
holistically designed luminaire range such as the DL® 50 
with diverse variants.

The basis for this is its modular, integrative concept, and 
the DL® 50 is not only available as a mast and catenary  
luminaire but also in the two mini and midi construction  
sizes. Different lumen packages can be also specified.
 
Two light colours are available: warm white (3000 K) for  
example for plazas, parks, residential streets and paths, 
and neutral white (4000 K) for roads with flowing traffic.  
The robust but simultaneously relatively lightweight  
construction simplifies mounting and planning with  
catenary applications.

Uniform illumination along all routes

15 m

12 m

 9 m

 6 m

 3 m

View not to scale
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DL® 50 midi LED

Lumen package: 7.340lm - 15.150lm

Light colours: 4000 K/5000 K

Mounting height: 6 m ... 10 m

Diameter: 640 mm

DL® 50 mini LED

Lumen package: 1.440lm - 7.080lm

Light colours: 3000 K/4000 K

Mounting height: 4 m ... 6 m

Diameter: 500 mm

DL® 50  |  Construction Sizes

Lighting classes

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6

DL® 50 mini LED mast luminaire • • • • • • • •

DL® 50 midi LED mast luminaire • • • • • • • •

DL® 50 mini LED catenary luminaire • • • • • • •

DL® 50 midi LED catenary luminaire • • • • • •

DL® 50 – construction sizes 
 
The DL® 50 enables the art of uniform appearances. All variants are equipped 
with 3-zone faceted reflectors, converting the high luminance levels of the LEDs 
into uniform, glare-free light – for perfect visual conditions even in very different 
applications, road geometries and luminaire mounting heights.
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Perfect looks during 
the day and at night
Light and design point the way

DL® 50  |  Design

Professional road lighting is a visitor's card for a town or 
city, indicating at the approaches to municipal areas the 
quality of complete urban lighting in the centre and  
residential districts.

The harmonious lighting results of the DL® 50 with soft  
transitions in brightness and without dark zones increases 
the quality of stay. A municipal lighting of this quality invites 
to linger on plazas, communicating a feeling of safety and 
facilitating orientation on roads and paths. It thus upgrades

the urban space, is able to improve the sense of well-being 
for residents and is perceived as a sign of genuine esteem.

The DL® 50 is an eye-catcher: its circular construction  
references familiar technical decorative luminaire designs 
and blends discreetly into various styles of architecture.  
Its low construction height and balanced proportions  
radiate a sense of elegance and high aesthetic quality,  
becoming particularly apparent when viewing a complete 
road section. The extensive modularity of the DL® 50 also  
enables the continuous and harmonious design of road  
appearances in all urban areas.

Reduced. Segments of the luminaire cover 

not needed for light emission are printed to 

improve the optical appeal of the luminaire 

when directly viewed from below.

High quality. The inherent quality and  

outstanding materials of the luminaire,  

manufactured of powder-coated diecast  

aluminium, communicate a uniquely

aesthetic quality.
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DL® 50  |  Design
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Precise setting of  

luminaire tilt

The mast luminaires' central 

mounting point and cable 

outlet are on the upper  

luminaire side. The precisely 

fitting mast element is 

equipped with an inclination 

angle adjuster, clicking in 

precisely and fixed with just 

two screws.

Intelligent details simplify mounting

DL® 50  |  Mounting

Nothing’s simpler for installers

Why make it complicated when it could be easy? 
Mounting all DL® 50 variants is child's play – the mast  
luminaires are equipped with a flexible power cable that  
only needs to be lowered vertically within the mast, and 
catenary luminaires feature an external plug connector  
for especially quick installation. Mast fixing is also smart, 
with one connection for post-top mounting and one for  
sideentry, suitable for mini and midi – a visually uniform 
design, technically convincing and with very simple  
handling.

Siteco's renowned material and engineering quality is also 
a matter of course. The cable outlet and inclination angle  
adjuster are located internally, and the cover of the specific 
mast element is opened and closed via a single screw.

A further benefit is that luminaires and connections are  
delivered separately, making ordering easier and reducing 
levels of stock. 60/42 mm or 76/60 mm reducers facilitate  
variable use.
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DL® 50  |  Mounting

inclination range 0°/-5°/-10°/-15°

Inclination range 0°/5°/10°

DL® 50 – stability and safety

 . Insulation class II, protection rating IP66, impact  
resistance IK08 . Overheat protection modifies luminaire output at 
high temperatures and returns it to the specified 
level after the cooling off period.
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Design for tourism

Outdoor Lighting control

Intelligent lighting control—smart  
systems for cities and companies
Energy saving and more: Your advantages with modern lighting control

For a long time, energy savings were the decisive  
factor for installing intelligent lighting control. However, 
increasingly efficient hardware and software solutions 
are now giving cities and companies the opportunity 
to use integrated control and monitoring solutions to 
achieve safety and sustainability goals. The basis for 

this— "intelligent lighting control" with sensors and  
interfaces to existing municipal systems, for example 
traffic computers and inventory databases, and  
always tailor-made for individual requirements.

The benefits of modern lighting control 
are extensive

 .  Reduce costs:  
Dimming and temporary switching off save energy 
and increase the service life of the luminaire  

 . Protect the environment:  
Targeted dimming reduces light pollution and  
protects flora and fauna  

 . Protect the climate:  
improved CO2 balance through dimming at  
low-traffic times in parks and industrial estates 

 . Increase visibility:  
Lighting levels controlled according to time and  
situation for optimum visibility at night 

 . Increase safety:  
Illuminance levels modified to traffic, weather  
and events 

 . Design for tourism:  
Timed lighting levels emphasize landmarks and  
attractive architecture 

 . Reduce vandalism:  
Movement-related increases in illuminance protect 
your facilities 

 . Optimize operational management:  
Central documentation, switching, monitoring  
and diagnosis of the system enables the planned,  
targeted deployment of technicians, e.g. in the  
event of damage

Switch-on/off  
via timer or light 
sensor

Two-step dim-
ming with con-
trol wire

Reduce costs

Protect the environment

Protect the climate

Increase safety

How advantages become technical reality

LEVEL OF SYSTEM INTELLIGENCE
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The four main advantages of  
modern lighting control

Energy efficiency improvements via  
dimming according to requirements

Safety for people, in traffic and against 
vandalism

Sustainability via the protection of eco-
logical resources and the animal world

Optimized operational management via 
current diagnostic data and documented 
systems

Reduce vandalism

Outdoor Lighting control

LEVEL OF SYSTEM INTELLIGENCE

Multi-step 
dimming via 
electronic  
control unit

Dimming  
according to 
movement

Switching, dimming  
and operation  
with a networked  
telemanagement  
system

Increase visibility Optimize operational management
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DL® 50 

ST1.2a Lichtverteilung für breite Straßen, asymmetrisch breit strahlend

W = 1,2 x H 

H

D = 6 x H

P1.0a Lichtverteilung für schmale Straßen und Wege, asymmetrisch extrem breit strahlend

W = 1 x H 

H

D = 8 x H

P1.0s Light distribution for narrow roads and paths, symmetric extremely wide distribution

D = 8 x HW = 2 x H 

H

DL® 50 at a glance

Product matrix DL® 50 range

1 2 3

DL® 50 mini

Applications: . Footpaths / cycle paths . Frontage streets . Residential areas

DL® 50 mini  
(catenary  
luminaire)

Applications: . Urban areas with narrow 
streets, e. g. pedestrian 
zones

    

Light distributions 
(see below)

1
 

2
 

5

Lumen packages 
1440 to 7080 lm
Mounting heights 
4 to 8 m
Service life 
up to 100,000 h

Light distributions 
(see below)

3
 

4

Lumen packages 
2800 to 7080 lm
Mounting heights 
4 to 8 m
Service life 
up to 100,000 h

Light distributions

ST1.2a – for normal and wide streets P1.0a – for small paths, streets  
and cycle paths

P1.0s – for narrow paths and streets
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ST0.5s DL® 50 mini und midi LED

W = 1 x H 

H

PC-L Lichtverteilung für Fußgängerüberwege (linksstrahlend)

DL® 50

4 5

Optic concept 
HD faceted reflector with 
toughened safety glass cover
Inclination options 
Post-top: 0° / 5° / 10°
Side entry: 0° / -5° / -10° / -15°
Mounting 
Post-top / side entry
Ø 60* / 76 mm (post-top)  
Ø 42* / 60 mm (side entry)  
 
(* with reducer)

Optic concept 
HD faceted reflector with 
toughened safety glass cover
Inclination options 
Pan-and tilt possible via  
wire suspension
Mounting 
Wire suspension 1-axis  
or 2-axis

Light colors  
3000 / 4000 K
Color rendering 
CRI > 70 / 80
Luminaire luminous efficacy 
up to 125 lm/W
Luminous intensity classes 
G1 / G3 / G4 / G6

Light colors 
3000 / 4000 K
Color rendering 
CRI > 70 / 80
Luminaire luminous efficacy 
up to 125 lm/W
Luminous intensity classes 
G1 / G4 / G6

Protection rating 
IP66
Insulation class 
II
Impact resistance 
IK08 

Protection rating 
IP66
Insulation class 
II
Impact resistance 
IK08 

ST0.5s – for narrow streets PC-L/R – for pedestrian crossings
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ST0.5s DL® 50 mini und midi LED

W = 1 x H 

H

ST1.2s Lichtverteilung für breite Straßen, symmetrisch breit strahlend

W = 2,4 x H 

H

D = 6 x H

DL® 50 

ST1.2a Lichtverteilung für breite Straßen, asymmetrisch breit strahlend

W = 1,2 x H 

H

D = 6 x H

DL® 50 midi  
(catenary  
luminaire)

Applications: . Urban areas . Shopping streets . Plazas . Intersections

1 32

DL® 50 midi

Applications: . Main roads . Side roads . Frontage streets . Residential areas

DL® 50 at a glance

Light distributions 
(see below)

1
 

4

Lumen packages 
7340 to 15,150 lm
Mounting heights 
6 to 10 m
Service life 
up to 100,000 h

Product matrix DL® 50 range

Light distributions 
(see below)

2
 

3

Lumen packages 
7340 to 15,150 lm
Mounting heights 
6 to 10 m
Service life 
up to 100,000 h

Light distributions

ST1.2a – for normal and wide streets ST0.5s – for narrow streetsST1.2s – for normal and wide streets
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DL® 50

PC-L Lichtverteilung für Fußgängerüberwege (linksstrahlend)

4

Optic concept 
HD faceted reflector with 
toughened safety glass cover
Inclination options 
Post-top: 0° / 5° / 10°
Side entry: 0° / -5° / -10° / -15°
Mounting 
Ø 60* / 76 mm (post-top)  
Ø 42* / 60 mm (side entry)  
 
(* with reducer)

Optic concept 
HD faceted reflector with 
toughened safety glass cover
Inclination options 
Pan-and tilt possible via  
wire suspension
Mounting 
Wire suspension 1-axis  
or 2-axis

Light colors  
3000 / 4000 K
Color rendering 
CRI > 70 / 80
Luminaire luminous efficacy 
up to 116 lm/W
Luminous intensity classes 
G3 / G4 / G6

Light colors 
3000 / 4000 K
Color rendering 
CRI > 70 / 80
Luminaire luminous efficacy 
up to 116 lm/W
Luminous intensity classes 
G4 / G6

Protection rating 
IP66
Insulation class 
II
Impact resistance 
IK08 

Protection rating 
IP66
Insulation class 
II
Impact resistance 
IK08 

PC-L/R – for pedestrian crossings



Siteco GmbH

Georg-Simon-Ohm-Straße 50

83301 Traunreut, Germany

Tel +49 8669 33-0

Fax +49 8669 33-397 

www.siteco.com

Customer Service

Tel +49 8669 33-844
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